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Building Bridges of Understanding
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490€ course fee
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Improve your communicative skills to foster mutual understanding and co-creative conversations

in your circles?
Meet, share best practice and learn with other educators and trainers from all over Europe?

Study in a living and learning centre, where people have been living in community for many years?

Share social tools

for community and

team buildingExplore how to avoid misunderstanding

and separation, and how to heal conflict Address issues

around decision

making, status and

power

Coach each other to improve our

presentation skills

Further unleash our potential

as active citizens

Deepen into the power of collective

wisdom and co-creation as a group

Enquire into the pain and beauty of

communication

Communication for Community  

Are You Interested To:

This is a professional training during which we will:

Kosha Anja Joubert is an international facilitator, trainer and consultant. Kosha currently serves as

President of the Global Ecovillage Network and sits on the Board of the newly formed pan-European

umbrella organisation for community-led initiatives, ECOLISE. Kosha is a co-founder of Gaia Education,

which develops trainings at the cutting-edge of sustainability and co-author of the internationally applied

Gaia Education curriculum, the Ecovillage Design Education. She is currently working on the translation of

her book, previously published in German: ‘The Change Makers Guide to Collective Wisdom’

Martin Stengel (grad. engineer for alternative energy technologies) has co-founded two intentional 

communities, one of which is the ecovillage of Sieben Linden (today 140 inhabitants). He designs and

teaches international courses in Education for Sustainable Development: Communication skills and 

conflict resolution, team and community building, project management for change, Permaculture design, 

ecological awareness and appropriate technologies. He is an experienced "Forum" facilitator since 15 

years, a group facilitator, and event Moderator. He consults intentional communities and trains

professional staff in communication skills.


